
Secure emailing,  
the easy way  

ZIVVER in a nutshell:

Preventing human errors
 
ZIVVER notifies or alerts you in real-time before 
you send an email containing sensitive information. 
Smart business rules specific to your industry are the 
starting point for sensitive information identification.
In addition, ZIVVER identifies ‘conspicuous recipi-
ents’ who have not received this type of sensitive 
information before. By showing the alert on screen 
immediately, ZIVVER contributes to the information 
security awareness within your organisation. This is 
also an important GDPR requirement. 

Users always keep control through the ability to 
revoke sent emails at any time. This way, you stop 
(potential) data breaches.

1 Securing information 
 
Only the sender and the intended recipient(s) gain 
access to a message. Automatic TLS secure connec-
tions, zero-knowledge encryption and additional 
authentication keep hackers and unauthorized 
people out. 
 
Two-factor authentication (2FA) is standard on all 
ZIVVER accounts and optional when sending a 
message. The sender can choose if and what kind of 
authorisation he applies. The recipient will receive a 
code by text message to open the secured message. 
Mobile number unknown? Use an access code!
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Reports from the UK Data Protection Authority (DPA) 
reveal that most data breaches occur when sharing 
data with others. Almost half of all data breaches 
(47%) reported in 2017 concern personal data sent 
to the wrong recipient. How can you protect your 
organisation against this? 

ZIVVER is a user-friendly solution for secure emailing 
straight from your familiar email programme. This 
 enables you to prevent human errors, encrypt your 
data against hackers and keep control of the sent 
information.  

of all data breaches concern
personal data sent to the wrong 
recipient.47%



Easy for users 
 
ZIVVER allows you to work safely from your familiar 
environment (such as Outlook), any mail server (such 
as Gmail) or your browser, which is convenient for 
Apple products.  
 
From your own trusted email solution you can transfer 
files up to 5TB. You no longer need to depend on free 
and unsafe file transfer services. ZIVVER is available 
both on desktops and mobile devices, making it perfect 
to use at work, at home and on the go. For secure 
emailing on mobile phones and tablets, download 
the app.  

Besides personal accounts, you can create functional 
accounts. These accounts can be used by different 
employees within a particular department, such as 
contact@organisation.com. Employees will gain 
access to a functional account with their personal 
account.
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Convenient for guest users 
 
Anyone can receive, reply to, copy and download 
secure email messages, even without a personal 
account. A notification is provided via email, directing 
the recipient to the secure guest environment. To 
increase the recognisability and reliability of these 
messages, add your company logo and corporate 
branding.
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Starting with ZIVVER is easy 
 
All it takes is a one-off, limited time investment of 
your IT department, and then your employees will 
work with a simple single sign-on solution. This 
way your employees are immediately logged into 
ZIVVER when they log in at their workstation. ZIVVER 
connects with the user experience of your email 
solutions. Outlook only shows an extra ZIVVER bar  
at the top.
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Want to learn more?
Please contact us. 

Complying with laws and regulations 
 
ZIVVER complies with ISO 27001 and is your future- 
proof solution to prevent data breaches. ZIVVER’s 
proactive notifications and alerts create awareness 
amongst your employees about privacy- sensitive 
information.

Suspect a data breach? ZIVVER offers an extensive 
audit log and a communication log per user. This 
enables you to act quickly, limit damage of reputa-
tion and comply with the obligation to notify data 
breaches.
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  +31 (0) 85 01 60 555   contact@zivver.com  

  www.zivver.com   @ZIVVER_NL

  facebook.com/zivver   linkedin.com/company/zivver


